Midnight Hour: A Shadow Falls Novel

Shadow Falls has everything I could wish
for in a seriesa thrilling tale of
self-discovery, friendship and love.
?Bewitched BookwormAfter captivating
millions across the globe, the Shadow Falls
saga
reaches
its
final?and
most
unforgettable?chapter yet! Prepare to fall
in love all over again...Being a dyslexic
witch is a curse in itself, but Miranda
Kanes time at Shadow Falls has helped her
harness her magical powers. Now, just as
shes finally mastered them and is preparing
to graduate with her friends, a near-death
experience threatens to ruin it all.Miranda
awakens in the hospital with a mysterious
tattoo that no one can explain. As she
struggles to make sense of it and questions
her feelings for a certain irresistible
shape-shifter and a hot new guy the
strange markings begin to spread all over
her body, leaving her desperate to find
answers. But before she can solve that
problem, a new one arises: her sister is
missing.Has her sister been kidnapped?
Miranda will risk her life to find out. Will
she live to share the day shes worked so
hard for with her friends? When the clock
strikes midnight, will Miranda make it to
her graduation at Shadow Falls?C. C.
Hunter brings The Shadow Falls saga to a
spectacular conclusion in this thrilling
finale: Midnight Hour!
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Midnight : Turned at Dark : Awake at Dawn : Taken at Dusk Unbreakable : Eternal : Spellbinder : Unspoken : Almost
Midnight : Midnight Hour : Fierce .. If you thought the first three books in the Shadow Falls series were addicting, A
missing sister, a heart in quandary, and a growing tattoo that no one understands: The Shadow Falls franchise comes to a
spectacularShadow Falls has everything I could wish for in a seriesa thrilling tale of the books Born at Midnight and
Awake at Dawn, along with the Shadow Falls: AfterRead more. About the Author. C. C. Hunter is the author of the
young adult fantasy series Shadow Falls, which includes the books Born at Midnight and Awake at Dawn, along with
the Shadow Falls: After Dark series, which includes Reborn and Almost Midnight.Wait a minute i thought unspoken
was the last book since it ended Dellas story? And even say the final book in the shadow falls : after dark trilogy im
really
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